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Abstract: This paper investigates several existing techniques for reducing high-availability 

seamless redundancy (HSR) unicast traffic in HSR networks for substation automation 

systems (SAS). HSR is a redundancy protocol for Ethernet networks that provides 

duplicate frames for separate physical paths with zero recovery time. This feature of HSR 

makes it very suited for real-time and mission-critical applications such as SAS systems. 

HSR is one of the redundancy protocols selected for SAS systems. However, the standard 

HSR protocol generates too much unnecessary redundant unicast traffic in connected-ring 

networks. This drawback degrades network performance and may cause congestion and 

delay. Several techniques have been proposed to reduce the redundant unicast traffic, 

resulting in the improvement of network performance in HSR networks. These HSR traffic 

reduction techniques are broadly classified into two categories based on their traffic 

reduction manner, including traffic filtering-based techniques and predefined path-based 

techniques. In this paper, we provide an overview and comparison of these HSR traffic 

reduction techniques found in the literature. The concepts, operational principles, network 

performance, advantages, and disadvantages of these techniques are investigated, 

summarized. We also provide a comparison of the traffic performance of these HSR traffic 

reduction techniques. 

Keywords: high-availability seamless redundancy (HSR); HSR traffic reduction techniques; 

substation automation systems (SAS); smart grid communications 
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1. Introduction 

High-availability seamless redundancy (HSR) was standardized by the International 

Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) in IEC 62439-3 Clause 5 [1] and is one of the redundancy 

protocols selected for substation automation systems (SAS) in the IEC 61850 standard [2]. HSR is a 

redundancy protocol for Ethernet networks that provides zero switchover time in case of a network 

component failure. HSR is mainly applied for ring topologies. It is based on the duplication of every 

frame sent in a ring topology. Each copy of the frame is injected in a different direction of the ring.  

In the fault-free state of the network, the destination node receives two identical frames, passes the first 

frame to its upper layers, and discards the duplicate. In the case of failure of one network component 

such as a link failure or a node failure, only one frame is lost. The application on the destination node 

operates with the remaining frame undisturbed. Therefore, even in the case of a link or node failure, 

there is no communication interruption in the network. This feature of the HSR protocol makes it very 

useful for time-critical and mission-critical applications, such as SAS systems, automation networks, 

and military applications. The HSR principles and operations are described in detail in [1–7]. 

The major drawback of HSR is that it generates too much unnecessary redundant unicast traffic in 

HSR networks. This drawback results in the degradation of network performance and may cause 

congestion and delay. Several techniques have been proposed to reduce the unnecessary traffic in HSR 

networks. These HSR traffic reduction techniques can be classified into the following two categories: 

traffic filtering-based techniques and predefined path-based techniques. Traffic filtering-based techniques, 

such as quick removing (QR) [8–11], traffic control (TC) [12], pork locking (PL) [11,13,14], enhanced 

port locking (EPL) [15], and filtering HSR traffic (FHT) [16] filter unicast traffic for rings in HSR 

networks, and preventing the traffic from doubling and circulating in the rings. Predefined path-based 

techniques, such as optimal dual path (ODP) [17], dual virtual paths (DVP) [11,18,19], and ring-based 

dual paths (RDP) [20] establish two separate paths, called dual paths, for each connection pair of 

terminal nodes or rings before transmitting traffic in HSR networks. The dual paths are then used to 

forward unicast frames from a source to a destination, instead of duplicating and forwarding frames to 

all parts of the networks, as in the standard HSR protocol. 

In this paper, we provide a comparison of the current HSR traffic reduction techniques in the 

literature. The concepts, operational principles, performance, advantages, and disadvantages of these 

techniques are investigated, summarized, and compared. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we briefly introduce several existing 

redundancy protocols. Next, in Section 3, we introduce the HSR protocol and its issues. Section 4 

describes traffic filtering-based techniques. Section 5 describes predefined path-based techniques. 

Finally, we provide our conclusions in Section 6. 

2. Existing Redundancy Protocols 

High seamless communication with fault tolerance is one of the key requirements for Ethernet-based, 

mission-critical, and real-time systems, such as substation automation systems, automation networks, 

and other industrial Ethernet networks. A fault-tolerant Ethernet eliminates single points of failure and 

therefore improves overall system availability. The Ethernet standardized by the Institute of Electrical 
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and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) in IEEE 802.3 [21] is incapable of supporting a fault-tolerant 

network at all. A fault-tolerant Ethernet system is a common solution for addressing fault tolerance in 

Ethernet-based systems. Various fault-tolerant systems and redundancy protocols have been developed 

and standardized to provide fault tolerance and redundancy for Ethernet networks, such as fault-tolerant 

Ethernet (FTE) [22], scalable autonomous fault-tolerant Ethernet (SAFE) scheme [23], robust 

software-based fault-tolerant (RSAFE) scheme [24], spanning tree protocol (STP) [25], rapid spanning 

tree protocol (RSTP) [26], shortest path bridging (SPB) [27], transparent interconnection of lots of 

links (TRILL) [28–32], multiple MAC registration protocol (MMRP) [33], media redundancy protocol 

(MRP) [34], cross-network redundancy protocol (CRP) [35], beacon redundancy protocol (BRP) [36], 

parallel redundancy protocol (PRP) [1], high-availability seamless redundancy (HSR) [1] and others. 

FTE [22] was created by Honeywell to provide rapid network redundancy. Each node is connected 

twice to a single local area network (LAN) through dual network interfaces. The driver and FTE-enabled 

components allow network communication to occur over an alternate route when the primary route 

fails. SAFE [23] is a software-based approach that provides network scalability and autonomous fault 

detection and recovery. SAFE adopts a heartbeat mechanism, which periodically sends heartbeat 

messages for fault detection. SAFE divides large-scale networks into several subnets by limiting the 

number of nodes in each subnet. This network can be easily configured as a star network to meet fault 

recovery time requirements. RSAFE [24] is an enhanced version of SAFE. It is also based on multiple 

subnets architecture and therefore incorporates most of the advantages of the SAFE scheme; however, 

the RSAFE scheme adopts novel algorithms to improve the failure switchover delay and eliminates the 

master nodes in each subnet to reduce the latency in inter-subnet communications. 

STP [25] was standardized by the IEEE to provide redundancy in Ethernet networks. STP ensures 

that only one (active) path is used between any two nodes in an Ethernet LAN since logical loops are 

not allowed in Ethernet networks. STP can thus introduce network redundancy by having alternative 

paths that can be used by reconfiguring the network in case of a failure of a network link or switch.  

The main drawback of STP is the fairly slow network reconfiguration process, often taking about 30–50 s. 

This is far from satisfactory for most industrial applications. RSTP [26] has been developed as an 

enhancement to the original STP to provide faster network reconfiguration; however, RSTP still 

suffers switchover delay when failure occurs. SPB [27] and TRILL [28–32] were developed as 

alternatives to the spanning tree protocols. Both use the Intermedia System to Intermedia System (IS-IS) 

routing protocol instead of the spanning tree protocols and forward traffic via the shortest path between 

two nodes. SPB has been standardized by the IEEE as the next step in the evolution of the various 

spanning tree and registration protocols. SPB uses shortest path trees (SPTs) as alternatives to the 

spanning trees used by STP and RSTP. Shortest path trees guarantee that traffic is always forwarded 

via the shortest path between two nodes. SPB uses the IS-IS routing protocol to exchange information 

between nodes to calculate SPTs. SPB allows all paths to be active with multiple equal cost paths and 

provides much larger layer 2 topologies. It also allows for true shortest path forwarding in a mesh 

Ethernet network context utilizing multiple equal cost paths. SPB further provides fast connectivity 

restoration after failure. TRILL was standardized by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and is 

a layer 2 forwarding protocol that operates within one IEEE 802.1-compliant Ethernet broadcast 

domain. It replaces the spanning tree protocols by using IS-IS routing to distribute link state 

information and calculate the shortest paths through the network. TRILL is implemented by devices 
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called routing bridges (RBridges). RBridges are compatible with and can incrementally replace 

previous IEEE 802.1 customer bridges. MMRP [33] is a layer 2 protocol for registering group  

MAC addresses (i.e., multicast) on multiple switches. It is a multiple registration protocol (MRP)  

application [33]. The purpose of MMRP is to allow multicast traffic in bridged LANs to be confined to 

the areas of the network where it is required.  

Several redundancy protocols have been developed and standardized in the International 

Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 62439 standard series to provide protocol-independent redundancy 

in substation automation networks, such as MRP [34], CRP [35], BRP [36], PRP [1], and HSR [1]; 

however, among these protocols, only two—PRP and HSR—are suitable for seamless communications. 

Both HSR and PRP are based upon the principle of providing duplicated frames for separate physical 

paths with a zero recovery time [1]. Unlike PRP, which requires dual redundant independent networks, 

HSR can be applied to a single network, in particular single rings and connected rings while 

simultaneously retaining its zero recovery time property. 

3. Background 

3.1. HSR Concepts 

HSR follows the PRP principle of frame duplication over distinct paths [1]. Unlike PRP that 

requires a completely duplicated network topology, HSR uses a single network. The HSR protocol 

defines the following node types [1]: 

 Doubly attached node for HSR (DANH): A DANH node is an HSR-capable switching end 

node that has two HSR ports sharing the same medium access control (MAC). These two ports 

form a single interface. The source DANH inserts the HSR tag into the frame received from 

upper layers, duplicates the frame into two frame copies and sends the two copies over both 

ports. The destination DANH receives—in the case of failure-free—two copies of the same 

frame, one from each port. 

 Redundancy Box (RedBox): Singly attached nodes (SAN), such as servers, maintenance 

laptops or printers cannot be directly connected to an HSR ring since they have no the HSR 

forwarding capability and do not support the HSR tag. A RedBox is used to connect SANs to 

the HSR ring. RedBoxes forward the frames over the ring like DANH nodes and act as proxies 

for all SANs that access them. 

 Quadruple port device (QuadBox): QuadBox nodes are used to connect HSR rings together.  

A QuadBox has four HSR ports that are divided into two pairs connected by an interlink; each 

pair shares the same MAC. QuadBoxes operate as HSR nodes towards both rings simultaneously. 

HSR is mainly applied for ring topologies. The HSR protocol is used in single-ring and  

connected-ring networks. 

3.1.1. Single-Ring Networks 

In a single-ring HSR network, HSR uses the two HSR ports of each DANH node to interconnect all 

DANH nodes to the ring network, as shown in Figure 1. There is no QuadBox used in single-rings. 
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Figure 1. HSR example of single-ring topology for unicast traffic. 

The source node sends two copies of the same frame simultaneously through each port in both 

directions in the ring. The two frame copies travel in opposite directions. If a DANH receives the 

frame, but is neither its source nor its only destination, the DANH forwards the frame to its other port, 

except if it already forwarded the same frame. The destination node of a unicast frame does not 

forward a frame for which it is the only destination. Frames forwarding in the ring carry the HSR tag 

inserted by the source node, which contains a sequence number. The doublet of source MAC address 

and sequence number uniquely identifies copies of the same frame. In the fault-free case of the 

network, the destination node receives two identical frames, passes the first frame to upper layers, and 

discards the duplicate. If a single fault on the ring occurs, only one of the two frames travelling on the 

two network paths through the ring will experience a communication interruption. The second frame 

will still reach the destination node. 

3.1.2. Connected-Ring Networks 

To allow more complex network topologies, HSR rings can be connected through the use of 

QuadBoxes. A QuadBox forwards frames over each ring, passing the frames to another ring without 

changes. Although one QuadBox is sufficient to conduct the traffic in a fault-free network,  

two QuadBox nodes are used to prevent a single point of failure [1]. Figure 2 shows an example of a 

connected-ring network that consists of four QuadBoxes used to connect four DANH rings. 

3.2. HSR Issues 

The forwarding rule of the standard HSR protocol is that nodes forward unicast frames from one 

port to other ports, unless they already sent the same frame in that direction. A node will not forward a 

frame that it injected into the ring [1]. 
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Figure 2. HSR example of connected-ring topology for unicast traffic. 

HSR protocol has no issues with unicast frames in single-ring networks. However, HSR protocol 

has a serious drawback in connected-ring networks that is HSR generates too much unnecessary 

redundant unicast traffic. The drawback is caused by the following issues: 

(1) Forwarding frames into all DANH rings, except the destination DANH ring. 

(2) Forwarding frames into all QuadBox rings. 

(3) Doubling and circulating frames in all the rings. 

This drawback of HSR degrades the network performance and may cause network congestion and 

delay. Therefore, several techniques for reducing HSR unicast traffic have been proposed to solve  

the problem of HSR. These techniques can be classified into the following two categories: traffic  

filtering-based methods and predefined-paths based methods. Traffic filtering-based techniques prune 

unicast traffic for rings in HSR networks, and preventing the traffic from doubling and circulating in 

the rings. Predefined path-based techniques establish two separate paths for each connection pair of 

terminal nodes. These dual paths are then used to forward unicast frames between each connection pair 

of nodes, instead of duplicating and forwarding frames to all parts of the networks as in the standard 

HSR protocol.  

We will describe these traffic filtering-based techniques and predefined path-based techniques in 

Sections 4 and 5, respectively. 
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4. Traffic Filtering-Based Techniques 

Traffic filtering-based techniques reduce the redundant traffic by solving some or all the issues 

related to HSR mentioned in Section 3. There are several traffic filtering-based techniques, as follows: 

 Quick removing (QR): QR removes duplicated and circulated traffic from rings. 

 Traffic control (TC): TC also removes duplicated and circulated traffic from rings, like QR. 

 Port locking (PL): PL prunes unicast traffic for DANH rings. 

 Enhanced port locking (EPL): EPL is an enhanced version of the PL approach. The EPL 

approach prunes unicast traffic for both DANH and QuadBox rings. 

 Filtering HSR traffic (FHT): FHT filters unicast traffic for both DANH and QuadBox rings and 

removes duplicated and circulated traffic in the rings. 

Table 1 summarizes traffic filtering features of these techniques. 

Table 1. Traffic filtering features of techniques. 

Traffic Filtering Features QR TC PL EPL FHT 

Filtering traffic for DANH rings No No Yes Yes Yes 
Filtering traffic for QuadBox rings No No No Yes Yes 

Removing duplicated and circulated traffic Yes Yes No No Yes 

Notes: Quick removing (QR), Traffic control (TC), Port locking (PL), Enhanced port locking (EPL), Filtering 

HSR traffic (FHT), Doubly attached node for HSR (DANH). 

4.1. Quick Removing (QR) 

4.1.1. QR Concepts 

The purpose of QR [8–11] is to remove duplicated and circulated frames from a ring when all the 

nodes have received one copy of the frame and begin to receive the second copy. QR is suited for ring 

or connected ring topologies and can be applied for any traffic, such as unicast, multicast and broadcast. 

4.1.2. QR Operations 

To understand the QR operation, we consider a single-ring network as shown in Figure 3. In that 

case, source node 2 has sent two copies A and B to all the ring nodes as the duplicated copies for a 

frame generated in the upper layer. Within four clocks, each of the frame copies, A and B, will pass 

each other at the link between nodes 5 and 6, and then travel towards nodes 5 and 6, respectively.  

At this time, HSR nodes will take the following actions. 

(a) If both frame copies are error-free: Nodes 5 and 6 have already received a copy of the frame. 

Node 5 has received copy B from the right side and then received copy A from the left side. 

The same is true for node 6; it has received copy A from the left side and then received copy B 

from the right side. In that case, nodes 1, 7 and 6 have received copy A and there is no need for 

copy B. The same is true for nodes 3, 4 and 5; they have received copy B and do not need to 

receive copy A. Therefore, node 6 will remove copy B from the ring and node 5 will remove 

copy A from the ring. 
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(b) If a frame copy is corrupted as soon as it leaves the source node: We assume that copy A  

was corrupted when it left the source node 2, moving towards node 1. In this case, node 1 will 

remove copy A from the ring as soon as it receives copy A, and all the nodes in the rings, 

except the source node, will wait for copy B. Therefore, each node will receive a copy and 

forward it to the next node until it reaches the source node. 

(c) If a frame copy is corrupted during transmission: We assume that copy A was corrupted during 

transmission between nodes 1 and 7. In that case, node 7 will remove copy A from the ring, and 

node 6 will not receive copy A. Therefore, node 6 will forward copy B as soon as it receives  

copy B from the right side. Node 7 will also forward copy B to node 1, but node 1 has already 

received copy A, so it will remove copy B from the ring. 

 

Figure 3. Removing duplicates in a single ring under the QR approach. 

Figure 4 shows the process of removing duplicated and circulated frames under the QR approach  

in a sample network with six DANH rings and two QuadBox rings. In that case, the source node in 

DANH ring 1 sends unicast frames to the destination node in DANH ring 6. The QR approach 

removes duplicated and circulated traffic from all DANH and QuadBox rings. However, the traffic is 

forwarded into all rings of the network. 

4.1.3. Advantages and Disadvantages 

QR is the simplest approach to reduce redundant traffic in HSR networks. The QR approach is easy 

to implement. The QR approach can be applied for any traffic such as unicast, multicast and broadcast 

traffic, in any network topology. 

However, the main disadvantage of QR is that it does not prune traffic for unused rings. In the QR 

approach, network unicast frames are forwarded into all rings of HSR networks, even DANH rings that 

do not contain the destination of the frames and QuadBox rings that are not used to deliver the unicast 

traffic from the source to the destination. 
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Figure 4. Removing duplicated and circulated frames under the QR. 

4.2. Traffic Control (TC) 

4.2.1. TC Concepts 

Like QR, TC [12] proposed a simple method to remove duplicated and circulated frames from a 

ring. The TC approach is applied for terminal rings. The TC selects one of nodes within the ring as the 

traffic control node. The traffic control node will make decisions of discarding duplicated frames. 

4.2.2. TC Operations 

In the TC approach, end nodes are intelligent electronic devices (IEDs). IEDs connect to each other 

in a terminal ring. A source IED transmits two identical frames to a destination IED through both of its 

ports. First, the TC approach selects one of the IEDs within a ring as the traffic control IED (TCIED) 

of the ring. The TCIED of a ring has the function to keep information of all the IEDs in the ring 

through supervision frames. If the TCIED does not receive any duplicate of a frame which it has 

received before in a certain period, the TCIED will forward the frame. 

Figure 5 shows the process of removing duplicated and circulated frames under the TC approach in 

a sample ring in the failure-free case. In that case, a source IED transmits two copies A and B of a 

frame through each port into the ring. The copy A that has first arrived at the TCIED is captured by the 

TCIED. The TCIED temporarily stores the copy and start a timer. If the TCIED receives the copy B of 

the frame in the timer interval, the TCIED will discard both copies A and B of the frame.  
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Figure 5. Forwarding frames in the failure-free case under the TC. 

If there is a link failure occurred, for example the link between nodes 3 and 4, the copy B cannot 

reach the TCIED. After the timer is expired, the TCIED forwards the copy A to next nodes, as shown 

in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6. Forwarding frames in the failure case under the TC. 

4.2.3. Advantages and Disadvantages 

Like QR, the TC is a simple approach to reduce redundant traffic in HSR networks. The TC can be 

applied for any traffic such as unicast, multicast and broadcast in ring topologies. 

However, the TC approach has some disadvantages. Like QR, the TC cannot prune traffic for 

unused rings. The TC allows network traffic to be forwarded into all rings of the networks. Unlike QR 

that removes circulated traffic from both DANH and QuadBox rings, the TC approach is applied for 

only DANH rings. In other words, unicast traffic is still duplicated and circulated in QuadBox rings. 

Additionally, the TC approach adds more delay to the traffic transmission. 
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4.3. Port Locking (PL) 

4.3.1. PL Concepts 

PL [11,13,14] reduces redundant unicast traffic in HSR connected-ring networks by filtering traffic 

for unused DANH rings. The PL approach makes the network learn gradually the location of the 

destination node without the network control messages. It then prunes DANH rings that do not contain the 

destination node by locking corresponding rings’ entrance ports. 

PL is only applied to QuadBoxes that connect to DANH rings. QuadBoxes that do not connect to 

any one of the DANH rings work as standard QuadBoxes. PL divides a QuadBox that connects to a 

DANH ring into two sides. One side, called DANH site, is connected to a DANH ring and the other 

side, called QuadBox side, is connected to a QuadBox ring. The DANH side of the QuadBox uses the 

PL approach while the QuadBox side continues working as a standard QuadBox. The reason behind 

dividing the QuadBox into two sides is to apply the PL approach to the DANH side only to prevent the 

QuadBox side from being locked. The destination node usually does not exist in the QuadBox ring. 

Therefore, frames sent from a QuadBox to any DANH ring without the destination node will be 

returned back the same QuadBox. If the PL approach is applied to the QuadBox side, then the 

QuadBox ring will be locked and the connection will be terminated. 

When a source node sends frames to a destination node under the standard HSR protocol, each 

frame is tagged with an HSR tag, duplicated and circulated inside rings of the HSR network. If the 

destination node exists in a ring, it will take the frame without forwarding. If not, nodes in the network 

will forward the frame. When a QuadBox forwards a frame inside a DANH ring using one port and the 

frame is returned back to the QuadBox through the other port, it means that the destination of the 

frame does not exist in that ring. The PL will lock these ports to prevent them from sending the frames 

into the DANH ring. 

4.3.2. PL Operations 

The PL consists of two stages, the learning stage and working stage: 

(a) Learning stage: In the learning stage, QuadBoxes check location of the destination node and 

perform port locking if needed. When the source node sends the first frame to the destination 

node, copies of the first frame are flooded into the entire network, as under the standard HSR 

protocol. QuadBoxes will check location of the destination of the frame, and then lock their 

DANH side’s ports if DANH rings connecting to those ports do not contain the destination of 

the frame.  

(b) Working stage: After the learning stage, all rings that do not contain the destination node are 

pruned. The working stage starts from the second frame. In the stage, frames are sent and 

received on paths through unlocked ports.  

Figure 7 shows the process of filtering unicast traffic for DANH rings under the PL approach in the 

sample network. 
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Figure 7. Filtering unicast traffic under the PL approach. 

In that case, the source node in DANH ring 1 sends unicast frames to the destination node in DANH 

ring 6. In the leaning stage, QuadBoxes forward the first frame into DANH rings through their DANH 

side’s ports. QuadBox nodes 2–5 then lock their DANH side’s ports connected to DANH rings 2–5 

respectively since they found that these DANH rings do not contain the destination of the frame. In the 

working stage, the frames are delivered from source node in DANH ring 1 to destination node in 

DANH ring 6 through all QuadBox rings, even unused QuadBox rings, such as QuadBox ring 2. 

Additionally, the frames are still doubled and circulated in all QuadBox rings. 

4.3.3. Advantages and Disadvantages 

The PL approach reduces redundant unicast traffic in HSR networks by filtering unicast traffic for 

unused DANH rings. Since the PL approach does not use control messages for filtering traffic,  

it avoids adding more control overhead in the HSR networks. 

However, the PL approach has some disadvantages. The PL approach does not prune unicast traffic 

for unused QuadBox rings. Additionally, unicast frames are still duplicated and circulated in all 

QuadBox rings. 

4.4. Enhanced Port Locking (EPL) 

4.4.1. EPL Concepts 

EPL [15] is an enhanced version of the PL approach. The EPL approach was proposed to improve 

the PL approach for unicast traffic performance in HSR connected-ring networks. The EPL works with 
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the same locking concept as the PL. However, unlike the PL that prunes unicast traffic for only DANH 

rings, the EPL approach filters the unicast traffic not only for DANH rings, but also for QuadBox rings. 

The EPL approach uses a parameter ψ to trigger learning stages. Parameter ψ is an integer number 

that represents the number of returned frames required to activate EPL effect. When a source node 

sends unicast frames to a destination node in an HSR network, the network will work as the standard 

HSR protocol at the first frame. From the second frame to the ψth frame, the network will work under 

the PL effect to filter traffic for DANH rings. And from the (ψth + 1) frame, the network will work 

under the EPL effect to prune traffic for both DANH and QuadBox rings. 

4.4.2. EPL Operations 

The EPL approach works in three sequential stages: 

 The first learning stage: DANH rings locking stage. 

 The second learning stage: QuadBox rings locking stage. 

 The working stage. 

(a) The first learning stage: In the first learning stage, the network works as standard HSR during 

sending of the first frame, and all DANH rings that do not contain the destination of the frame will be 

pruned. At this stage, QuadBoxes that connect to the DANH rings will learn MAC addresses and build 

their PL locking tables. The PL locking table inside a QuadBox stores the MAC addresses of DANH 

nodes that do not belong to the QuadBox’s DANH ring. 

(b) The second learning stage: In the second learning stage, QuadBoxes that connect to a DANH 

ring without a destination node will lock their DANH side’s ports and forward the unicast frames in the 

QuadBox ring. Conversely, QuadBoxes that connect to a DANH ring with a destination node will forward 

the unicast frames inside the DANH ring but will not forward the frames in the QuadBox ring. In the stage, 

QuadBoxes that connect to two QuadBox rings will build their EPL locking tables based on the same 

concepts used in the PL approach. The EPL locking table inside a QuadBox contains the MAC addresses 

of DANH nodes that do not belong to DANH rings that connect to the QuadBox’s QuadBox ring. The 

second learning stage starts after the first learning stage has been completed and is triggered according 

to the parameter ψ. After receiving ψ number of returned frames, the second learning stage will be 

triggered, and the EPL approach will decide to lock that interface by registering the destination MAC 

address in the EPL locking table. Putting a MAC address inside the EPL locking table means that the 

QuadBox will stop forwarding any frame tagged with that MAC address as a destination in that direction. 

At the first frame, the network will work as the standard HSR protocol. From the second frame to 

the ψth frame, the network will work under the PL effect. And from the (ψth + 1) frame, the network 

will work under the EPL effect. 

Figure 8 demonstrates the two learning stages in the EPL approach. Figure 8a,b represent the first 

learning stage, whereas Figure 8c,d represent the second learning stage of a QuadBox that connects to 

a DANH ring without a destination node and a QuadBox that connects to a DANH ring with a 

destination node, respectively.  

(c) Working stage: In the stage, QuadBoxes forward unicast frames based on PL and EPL locking tables. 

Therefore, only rings used to forward traffic will remain active while the unused rings will be pruned. 
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Figure 8. The two learning stages in the EPL approach. 

Figure 9 shows the process of filtering unicast traffic for rings under the EPL approach. In the first 

leaning stage, QuadBox nodes 2–6 build their PL locking table. QuadBoxes 2–5 will lock their DANH 

side’s ports since the destination of the frame belongs to DANH ring 6. In the second leaning stage, 

QuadBox 7 builds its EPL locking table. QuadBox 7 will lock its ports that are connected to QuadBox 

ring 2 after it receives ψ number of returned frames from the ring. After learning stages, QuadBox 2 

blocked its DANH side’s ports connected to DANH ring 2, and QuadBox 7 blocked its ports connected 

to QuadBox ring 2. In the working stage, the active ring path is DANH ring 1–QuadBox ring 1–DANH 

ring 6. In other words, the frames are delivered from source DANH ring 1 to destination DANH ring 

through only QuadBox rings 1. The frames are not forwarded into QuadBox ring 2, as in the PL 

approach. However, the unicast frames are still duplicated and circulated in active QuadBox rings 

(QuadBox ring 1 in this example) under the EPL approach. 
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Figure 9. Filtering unicast traffic under the EPL approach. 

4.4.3. Advantages and Disadvantages 

As an enhanced version of the PL approach, EPL improves traffic performance in HSR networks 

compared with the PL approach. The EPL approach prunes unicast traffic not only for unused DANH 

rings, but also for unused QuadBox rings. Therefore, it provides better unicast traffic reduction than the  

PL approach. Additionally, like the PL approach, the EPL approach does not use control messages for 

pruning unicast traffic; thus there is no additional control overhead in the networks. 

However, the EPL approach has some disadvantages. First, the EPL approach does not remove 

duplicated and circulated unicast frames from active QuadBox rings. Additionally, it is difficult to 

determine optimized value for the parameter ψ that depends on the topology and size of HSR 

networks. Finally, since QuadBoxes learn MAC addresses of destination nodes that do not belong to 

their corresponding rings, the size of PL and EPL locking tables is large and directly proportional to 

the size of the network, resulting in high memory requirements. 

4.5. Filtering HSR Traffic (FHT) 

4.5.1. FHT Concepts 

FHT [16] is an HSR traffic reduction technique that solves all HSR issues mentioned in Section 3. 

The FHT approach prunes unicast traffic for both unused DANH and QuadBox rings, and removes 

duplicated and circulated traffic from all active rings in HSR networks. 

The FHT define two types of QuadBoxes: access QuadBoxes and trunk QuadBoxes. Access 

QuadBoxes are QuadBoxes that connect to at least one DANH ring, and trunk QuadBoxes are 
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QuadBoxes that connect two QuadBox rings. To filter unicast traffic for unused DANH rings, each 

access QuadBox learns MAC addresses of DANH nodes that connect to its DANH ring and store these 

MAC addresses in a MAC1 table. To prune unicast traffic for unused QuadBox rings, each trunk 

QuadBox builds a MAC2 table that is a collection of MAC1 tables of access QuadBoxes that connect 

to its QuadBox rings.  

To implement the functionality of filtering unicast traffic, the FHT approach defines two traffic 

filtering rules: 

 Filtering rule 1: Filtering inbound traffic for DANH rings. Access QuadBoxes are used to filter 

inbound traffic for DANH rings based on their MAC1 table. An access QuadBox node forwards a 

unicast frame into its DANH ring if and only if its MAC1 table contains the destination MAC 

address of the frame. 

 Filtering rule 2: Filtering outbound traffic for QuadBox rings. Trunk QuadBox nodes are used to 

filter outbound traffic for QuadBox rings based on their MAC2 table. A trunk QuadBox node 

forwards a unicast frame from its first QuadBox ring to its second QuadBox ring if and only if the 

first QuadBox ring’s MAC2 table does not contain the destination MAC address. 

Figure 10a shows the process of filtering inbound unicast traffic for a DANH ring at an access 

QuadBox node, and Figure 10b shows the process of filtering outbound unicast traffic for a QuadBox 

ring at a trunk QuadBox node. 

 

Figure 10. The process of filtering unicast traffic. 

Additionally, the FHT approach removes circulated traffic from active rings by defining a new 

traffic forwarding rule. 

 Forwarding rule: QuadBoxes forward a unicast frame once, at most. When a QuadBox receives a 

unicast frame, it checks if the frame has previously been received and forwarded. If not,  

it forwards the frame. If so, it discards the frame. This new forwarding rule allows FHT to 

remove circulated traffic in rings. 

4.5.2. FHT Operations 

The FHT approach has two phases: learning phase and forwarding phase. 

(a) Learning phase: In this phase, the FHT learns and builds MAC tables using control messages. 

 Building MAC1 table: The MAC1 table is built at access QuadBoxes. Each QuadBox 

periodically sends a Hello message over all its ports. When a DANH node receives a Hello 

message, it replies by sending an ACK message, and forwards the Hello message to other 
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DANH nodes. Each access QuadBox builds its MAC1 table based on ACK messages 

received from DANH nodes in its DANH ring. Based on the MAC1 table, an access 

QuadBox will not forward frames into its DANH ring if its MAC1 table does not contain the 

destination MAC address. 

 Building MAC2 table: The MAC2 table is built at trunk QuadBoxes. Once access 

QuadBoxes have built their MAC1 tables, they send MAC messages that contain all the 

MAC addresses of their MAC1 table to their QuadBox ring. Trunk QuadBoxes connected to 

the QuadBox ring receive the MAC messages and update their MAC2 tables. Based on the 

MAC2 table, a trunk QuadBox will not forward a unicast frame from its first QuadBox ring 

to its second QuadBox ring if the first QuadBox ring’s MAC2 table contains the destination 

MAC address. 

(b) Forwarding phase: In the phase, QuadBoxes forward unicast frames based on MAC tables.  

The MAC1 table is used to prune the unicast frames for unused DANH rings, whereas the MAC2 

table is used to filter the traffic for unused QuadBox rings. Additionally, based on the new traffic 

forwarding rule, the unicast frames are not doubled and circulated in the active rings. 

 

Figure 11. Filtering unicast traffic under the FHT. 

Figure 11 shows the process of forwarding a unicast frame from a source to a destination under 

FHT. The source node sends two copies of the frame simultaneously through each port in both 

directions in DANH ring 1. Access QuadBox 1 passes the frame to its QuadBox ring 1. When 

receiving the frame from QuadBox ring 1, access QuadBox 2 looks up its MAC1 tables and does not 

forward the frame to its DANH ring 2, since its MAC1 table does not contain the destination MAC 
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address of the frame. Access QuadBox 2 sends the frame over another trunk port to trunk QuadBox 7. 

Trunk QuadBox 7 looks up its MAC2 table and then does not forward the frame from its QuadBox 

ring 1 to its QuadBox ring 2, since its QuadBox ring 1’s MAC2 table contains the destination MAC 

address. Finally, access QuadBox 6 forwards the frame into its DANH ring 6 because its MAC1 table 

contains the destination MAC address of the frame. The destination node receives two copies of the 

frame from both directions of DANH ring 6, passes the first frame to its upper layers, and discards the 

duplicate. According to the new forwarding rule for QuadBox nodes, the frame is not duplicated and 

circulated in active QuadBox rings. 

4.5.3. Advantages and Disadvantages 

The FHT approach prunes unicast traffic for not only unused DANH rings but also unused 

QuadBox rings. Additionally, it also removes duplicated and circulated traffic from the active rings. 

These features make the FHT approach become one of the most efficient HSR traffic reduction 

techniques. Since FHT’s MAC tables contain only MAC addresses of DANH nodes that belong to DANH 

rings, the FHT approach requires low memory requirements compared with the PL and EPL 

approaches. The main drawback of the FHT approach is that it uses control messages to learn MAC 

addresses and build MAC tables. This results in additional control overhead in HSR networks. 

4.6. Comparison 

We described five traffic filtering-based techniques for reducing HSR unicast traffic. QR and TC 

approaches remove duplicated and circulated unicast traffic from rings in HSR networks. TC removes 

circulated traffic from only DANH rings, while the QR removes circulated traffic from both DANH 

and QuadBox rings. However, both QR and TC do not prune unicast traffic for unused rings. The PL 

prunes unicast traffic for unused DANH rings, while the EPL prunes the traffic for both unused DANH 

and QuadBox rings. However, the PL and EPL do not remove circulated unicast traffic from active 

rings. The FHT filters unicast traffic for both unused DANH and QuadBox rings, and also remove 

duplicated and circulated traffic from active rings. Characteristics of these techniques are summarized 

in Table 2.  

Table 2. Characteristics of traffic filtering-based techniques. 

Traffic Filtering Features QR TC PL EPL FHT 

Filtering traffic for DANH rings No No Yes Yes Yes 
Filtering traffic for QuadBox rings No No No Yes Yes 

Removing duplicated and circulated traffic Yes Yes No No Yes 
Learning MAC addresses  No No Yes Yes Yes 
Using control messages No No No No Yes 

Filtered traffic Any Any Unicast Unicast Unicast 
Network topology Ring Ring Ring Ring Ring 

To compare traffic performance of these techniques, we conducted several simulations using the 

OMNeT++ simulation tool [37]. We consider a sample network consisting of three QuadBox rings and 

eight DANH rings; each DANH ring has four DANH nodes, as shown in Figure 12. Two QuadBoxes 
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are used to prevent a single point of failure in the network. In these simulations, a source node in 

DANH ring 1 sends unicast frames to a destination node in DANH ring 5. 

 

Figure 12. The simulation network. 

Table 3 shows the number of network unicast frames recorded from the simulations under the 

standard HSR protocol, the QR approach, the PL approach, the EPL approach, and the FHT approach.  

Table 3. The number of network traffic frames of traffic reduction techniques. 

Number of Sent Frames HSR QR TC PL EPL FHT ODP DVP RDP 

10 1390 820 960 732 620 220 220 220 220 

20 2780 1640 1920 1392 1120 440 440 440 440 

30 4170 2460 2880 2052 1620 660 660 660 660 

40 5560 3280 3840 2712 2120 880 880 880 880 

50 6950 4100 4800 3372 2620 1100 1100 1100 1100 

60 8340 4920 5760 4032 3120 1320 1320 1320 1320 

70 9730 5740 6720 4692 3620 1540 1540 1540 1540 

80 11,120 6560 7680 5352 4120 1760 1760 1760 1760 

90 12,510 7380 8640 6012 4620 1980 1980 1980 1980 

Figure 13 shows the comparison of traffic performance of these techniques. The simulation results 

show that, in the sample network, the TC and QR approaches reduce network unicast traffic by 31% 

and 41%, respectively, compared to the standard HSR protocol. The PL approach has better traffic 

performance than the QR approach; it reduces network unicast traffic by 51% compared to standard 

HSR protocol and by about 17% compared to the QR approach. The EPL improves traffic performance 

for the PL approach; it reduces network unicast traffic by 61% compared to standard HSR protocol and 

by about 21% compared to the PL approach. FHT provides the best traffic performance. For our 

sample network, the FHT approach reduces network traffic by 84% compared to standard HSR 

protocol and by about 57% compared to the EPL approach. 
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Figure 13. A comparison of the traffic performance of traffic reduction techniques. 

5. Predefined Path-Based Techniques 

Predefined path-based techniques reduce redundant traffic in HSR networks by forwarding unicast 

traffic through two separate predefined paths instead of duplicating and flooding the traffic as in the 

standard HSR protocol. There are several predefined path-based techniques, as follows: 

 Optimal Dual Paths (ODP): ODPs establish dual paths that have optimal link metrics and no 

common nodes based on network link information. 

 Dual Virtual Paths (DVPs): DVP establish dual paths for each connection pair of terminal 

nodes by sending and receiving control messages. 

 Ring-based Dual Paths (RDP): RDP establish dual paths by sending and receiving control 

messages for each connection pair of terminal rings (DANH rings) instead of terminal nodes. 

5.1. Optimal Dual Paths (ODP) 

5.1.1. ODP Concepts 

ODP [17] establishes dual paths for each connection pair of terminal nodes, such as DANH nodes, 

RedBox nodes, in HSR networks. The dual paths are determined based on the following criteria: 

 The dual paths have optimal link metrics. 

 The dual paths have no common nodes. 

Each terminal node automatically establishes dual paths with the other terminal nodes in a network. 

To determine the dual paths with optimal metrics, each terminal node has to know the metric values 
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for all of the network links. Therefore, the ODP approach builds a link metric table, which contains 

metrics of all the network links. Based on that table, the ODP approach searches all the available paths 

for each connection pair, sorts them in ascending order of path metrics, and determines dual paths that 

satisfy the above conditions. After selecting the optimal dual paths, each terminal node informs 

intermediate QuadBox nodes that are located in the dual paths about the selected dual paths that are 

passing through that QuadBox nodes. The QuadBox nodes save the path information, and they then 

forward received frames of that connection pair to a proper output port according to the previously 

learned information. In this case, the QuadBox node does not duplicate and flood the frames, as in the 

standard HSR protocol. 

5.1.2. ODP Operations 

The establishment process for the dual paths consists of three phases. In the first phase, nodes 

exchange their link information. In the second phase, each terminal node builds its link metric table.  

In the third phase, each terminal node determines the dual paths with the other terminal nodes based on 

the link metric table, and then informs the intermediate QuadBoxes in order to complete the 

establishment of the dual paths: 

(a) Exchanging link metrics: In this phase, nodes exchange their link metrics so that each node 

knows link metrics of the entire network. This is accomplished by broadcasting a link metric 

(Met) message. However, to reduce the size and total number of exchanged Met messages, the 

node with the lowest node identifier (ID) broadcasts its link metrics to the other nodes, and the 

adjacent nodes that connect directly to it and have a higher ID do not broadcast the metrics of 

the shared links. However, these nodes will broadcast for other links they have. 

(b) Building link metric table: Based on received Met messages, each terminal node builds a link 

metric table that contains the metrics of all links of the network. Ideally, all of the terminal 

nodes will have the same link metric table. 

(c) Establishing dual paths: Based on the link metric table, each terminal node establishes dual 

paths with each corresponding terminal node. To do so, the following procedure is performed. 

 Searching all available paths: The ODP approach searches the link metric table of a 

terminal node for all the available paths from that node to all the other terminal nodes in 

the network. The available paths are then added to a list called the available paths list. The 

paths list also has the metrics for each path. 

 Sorting the searched paths list: The available paths are sorted in ascending order of the path 

metrics. The path with the lowest metrics is at the beginning of the list, next are the paths 

with higher metrics values, and the path with the highest metrics is at the end of the list. 

 Selecting dual optimal paths: Based on the sorted paths list, the ODP approach determines 

dual paths for each connection pair of terminal nodes. The paths determination process 

depends on selecting paths with optimal links metrics that have no common nodes between 

them, except for the source and the destination nodes. To establish dual paths for a connection 

pair, the ODP approach first sets the first path in the sorted paths list as the first candidate 

path. Then, it compares the first candidate path with the other paths listed after it in the 
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sorted paths list. If there is a path that has no common node with the first candidate path, 

then the optimal dual paths are found. If no available path is found, the algorithm selects 

and sets the next path of the current first candidate path as the new first candidate path and 

conducts a comparison. The iteration ends once a path that has no common node with the 

first candidate path is found. 

 Confirming the selection: After selecting the dual paths for each connection pair, the 

terminal nodes send messages to inform the selected paths. QuadBoxes build their 

forwarding table based on the messages. 

Figure 14 shows the process of forwarding unicast frames from source node 1 to destination node  

10 under the ODP approach. For the connection pair of DANH nodes 1 and 10, the ODP approach has 

established dual paths, including the first path of DANH 2–DANH 3–DANH 4–QuadBox 2–QuadBox 

3–QuadBox 4–QuadBox 13–QuadBox 5–DANH 9, and the second path of QuadBox 1–QuadBox  

12–QuadBox 11–QuadBox 14–QuadBox 10–QuadBox 9–QuadBox 8–QuadBox 7–QuadBox 6–DANH 

12–DANH 11. Each of these paths transfers only one frame copy from source node 1 to destination 

node 10, without duplication and flooding, because QuadBox nodes in between these paths forward the 

frame based on their forwarding table. 

5.1.3. Advantages and Disadvantages 

ODP significantly reduces redundant unicast traffic compared with the standard HSR protocol by 

forwarding the unicast traffic through two predefined paths instead of duplicating and flooding in 

overall network. Additionally, the dual paths have optimal link metrics, resulting in the improvement 

of quality of service in the network. The main drawback of ODP is that it has to build and maintain the 

link information table, resulting in additional control overhead in the network. 

5.2. Dual Virtual Paths (DVP) 

5.2.1. DVP Concepts 

Like ODP, DVP [11,18,19] also establishes two predefined paths for each connection pair of 

terminal nodes in a network. However, unlike ODP that discovers the dual paths based on the 

network’s link information, the DVP approach discovers the dual paths by sending and receiving 

control messages such as path selection and path confirmation messages. These dual paths will be 

automatically established in a DVP setup process. Such a process simply makes all of the intermediate 

QuadBox nodes “smart” after a learning task. The QuadBox nodes then understand how to forward a 

unicast frame to a proper destination through only one of their ports, instead of duplicating and 

flooding the frame through all ports, except the port on which the frame was received, as in standard 

HSR protocol. 
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Figure 14. Forwarding unicast traffic under the ODP approach. 

5.2.2. DVP Operations 

The dual paths establishment of DVP consists of three phase, including announcement phase, path 

establishment phase, and final phase. 

(a) Announcement phase: In the first phase, each node builds a neighbor (Ne) table that contains 

MAC addresses of all terminal nodes. To build the Ne table, each terminal node announces itself by 

broadcasting an announcement (Ann) message in a network. Based on the Ann messages, all nodes in 

the network build the Ne table. 

(b) Path establishment phase: In this phase, all the terminal nodes establish dual virtual paths with 

each other and use them for point-to-point communications. This task will be done by teaching 

QuadBox nodes how to forward the received frames to their destinations without duplicating and 

forwarding them randomly. This mission is accomplished by sending a path selection (PaS) message 

from each terminal node to each node listed in its Ne table. In other words, the terminal nodes of each 

connection pair send a PaS message to each other.  

When a QuadBox receives a PaS message, it saves information of the message including the 

sequence number, source MAC address and destination MAC address into a pre-path (PrP) table, and 

then appends its identification (ID) tag, duplicates the tagged PaS message and sends them out. When 

a terminal node receives a PaS message that does not belong to its connection pairs, the terminal node 

forwards the message or deletes it if it has been forwarded before in the same direction. Each terminal 

node receives two copies of each PaS message sent to it, one from each direction, then builds or 

updates its PrP table, and finally replies with a path confirmed (PaC) message. Each copy of the PaC 
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message will travel through one of established dual virtual paths, and during this journey, each 

QuadBox will learn which port leads to the destination terminal node of that connection pair. Thus, all 

of the QuadBox nodes that the PaC message have been passed through become ready to forward any 

frame in both directions of that connection pair. The PrP tables will also be updated after this step. 

Eventually, after the building process of the PrP tables of all the nodes is complete, each QuadBox 

node will deduce another table from its PrP table to use for forwarding the received frames in both 

directions. This table is called the final path (FP) table. This FP table shows the input and output ports 

for each path. 

(c) Final phase: After completing the building process of the FP tables, the DVP approach becomes 

ready to use, and any data frame that needs to be sent to a destination node in a connection pair will be 

duplicated at its source node, and then each copy will be sent into a virtual path that has been 

established earlier with that destination terminal node. Each QuadBox will forward the received 

unicast frames to their destination terminal nodes by using its FP table. 

Figure 15 shows the process of forwarding unicast frames from source node 1 to destination node 

10 under the DVP approach.  

 

Figure 15. Forwarding unicast traffic under the DVP approach. 

For the connection pair of DANH nodes 1 and 10, the DVP approach established two virtual paths, 

including the first path of DANH 2–DANH 3–DANH 4–QuadBox 2–QuadBox 3–QuadBox  

4–QuadBox 13–QuadBox 5–DANH 9, and the second path of QuadBox 1–QuadBox 12–QuadBox  

11–QuadBox 14–QuadBox 10–QuadBox 9–QuadBox 8–QuadBox 7– QuadBox 6–DANH 12–DANH 11. 

Each of these paths transfers only one frame copy from source node 1 to destination node 10, without 

duplication and flooding, because QuadBox nodes in between these paths forward the frames to 
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destination node 10 using their FP table instead of duplicating and flooding the frames as in the 

standard HSR protocol.  

5.2.3. Advantages and Disadvantages 

Like ODP, DVP significantly reduces redundant unicast traffic compared with the standard HSR 

protocol by forwarding the unicast traffic through two predefined paths instead of duplicating and 

flooding in overall network. Instead of building and maintaining the link metric table for building dual 

paths as in the ODP approach, the DVP approach establishes dual virtual paths for each connection 

pair of terminal nodes by sending and receiving control messages. 

However, since the DVP approach establishes dual paths for each connection pair of terminal 

nodes, the number of connection pairs is very large. The connection pairs required to build dual paths 

is equal to 1 2⁄  for a network with n terminal nodes. This results in high control overhead 

for discovering and building dual paths in HSR networks. 

5.3. Ring-Based Dual Paths (RDP) 

5.3.1. RDP Concepts 

As a predefined path-based technique, RDP [20] establishes two predefined paths for each 

connection pair and use them for point-to-point communications instead of duplicating and flooding as 

in the standard HSR protocol. However, unlike ODP and DVP that establish dual paths for each 

connection pair of terminal nodes, RDP builds dual paths for each connection pair of terminal rings 

(DANH rings). In the RDP approach, dual paths are ring-based dual paths. The RDP approach 

forwards unicast frames from a source node to a destination node through the dual paths pre-established 

between the source DANH ring and the destination DANH ring. 

In the RDP approach, the functions of discovering and establishing dual paths are performed only  

at QuadBoxes, not terminal nodes, such as DANH nodes and RedBox nodes. The RDP approach 

defines two types of QuadBox nodes: access QuadBoxes and trunk QuadBoxes. Access QuadBoxes 

connect to at least one DANH ring, while trunk QuadBoxes connect to two QuadBox rings. Like DVP, 

the RDP approach uses several control messages, such path request (PREQ) and path reply (PREP) 

message in order to discover and build dual paths for each connection pair of DANH rings. 

5.3.2. RDP Operations 

The functions of discovering and establishing dual paths between DANH rings are implemented at 

QuadBox nodes. RDP first builds a MAC table for each access QuadBox that connects to a DANH 

ring, then discovers and establishes dual paths for each connection pair of DANH rings, and, finally, 

sets up the ring-based dual paths by building a forwarding table for each trunk QuadBox. 

(a) Building the MAC table: Each access QuadBox periodically sends a Hello message into  

its DANH ring. When a DANH node in the ring receives a Hello message, it replies with an 

Acknowledgment (ACK) message, and then forwards the received Hello message to other 

DANH nodes in the DANH ring. Each access QuadBox builds its MAC table based on received 
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ACK messages from DANH nodes in its DANH ring. When an access QuadBox receives an 

ACK message, it checks if its MAC table contains the source MAC address of the ACK message. 

If not, the QuadBox adds the source MAC address into its MAC table. If so, the ACK message 

is discarded. By learning the MAC addresses of DANH nodes, each access QuadBox learns the 

MAC addresses of all the DANH nodes connected to its DANH ring. Based on the MAC table, 

an access QuadBox will not forward a unicast frame into its DANH ring if its MAC table does 

not contain the destination MAC address of the frame. 

(b) Establishing ring-based dual paths: The functions of discovering and establishing dual paths 

between DANH rings are performed at access QuadBox nodes through a two-way handshake 

process: path request and path reply. 

 Path request: To discover and establish ring-based dual paths for each connection pair of  

DANH rings, each access QuadBox sends a path request to all of the other access 

QuadBoxes by broadcasting a path request (PREQ) message. The PREQ message contains 

information of a sequence number, the source ring ID, the MAC table of the access 

QuadBox, and a node list that contains ID of QuadBoxes through which the PREQ 

message has been passed. When a trunk QuadBox receives a PREQ message, it updates its 

ring table based on the MAC table of the PREQ message. Each entry of the ring table 

consists of a MAC address of a DANH node and a ring ID of a DANH ring to which the 

DANH node is being connected. After updating the ring table, the trunk QuadBox adds 

itself to the node list of the PREQ message and then sends the updated PREQ messages 

over all of its ports, except the received port. When an access QuadBox node receives a 

PREQ message, it replies to the path request by sending a path reply (PREP) message, and 

then adds itself to the node list of the PREQ message and forwards the updated PREQ 

messages to QuadBox nodes. 

 Path reply: When an access QuadBox has received a PREQ message sent by another access 

QuadBox, it builds a path between the sending and receiving access QuadBox nodes based 

on the node list of the PREQ message. The path is also a ring-based path between the 

source ring to which the sending QuadBox is connecting and the destination ring to which 

the receiving QuadBox is connecting. The receiving QuadBox then responds to the path 

request by sending a PREP message to the sending QuadBox. The PREP message is 

generated based on information in the received PREQ message. The PREP message 

contains information of a sequence number, the source ring ID, the destination ring ID, and 

a ring-based path between the source and destination rings built based on the node list of 

the received PREQ message. To reduce path setup overhead for each connection pair of 

DANH rings, only the access QuadBox that connects to the DANH ring with the lower 

ring ID sends the PREP message. 

(c) Building the forwarding table: Based on received PREQ and PREP messages, trunk QuadBoxes 

in between ring-based paths build their forwarding table. Each entry of the forwarding table 

consists of a source ring ID, a destination ring ID, and an output port. When a trunk QuadBox 

receives a PREQ of an access QuadBox node, it notes the received port associated with the 

source ring ID of the PREQ message. When the trunk QuadBox receives a PREP message,  
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it adds two route entries of the connection pair, one for each direction, to its forwarding table. 

Since RDP uses two paired QuadBox nodes to connect rings in order to avoid a single point of 

failure, there are two ring-based paths discovered and established for each connection pair of 

DANH rings. 

Figure 16 shows the process of forwarding unicast frames from source node 1 to destination node 

10 under the RDP approach.  

 

Figure 16. Forwarding unicast traffic under the RDP approach. 

In this case, RDP has discovered and established ring-based dual paths without any common nodes 

for the connection pair of DANH rings 1 and 3. The dual path consists of two ring-based paths, 

including the first ring-based path of QuadBox 2–QuadBox 3–QuadBox 4–QuadBox 13–QuadBox 5, 

and the second ring-based path of QuadBox 1–QuadBox 12–QuadBox 11–QuadBox 14–QuadBox 10–

QuadBox 9–QuadBox 8–QuadBox 7–QuadBox 6. The source node 1 sends two copies of the frame 

simultaneously through each port in both directions in DANH ring 1. The first copy is forwarded to 

access QuadBox 2, and the second copy is forwarded to access QuadBox 1. The first and second 

copies then is forwarded through the ring-based dual paths and arrived to destination DANH ring 3 at 

access QuadBoxes 5 and 6, respectively. These access QuadBoxes lookup their MAC table and 

forward the copies to destination DANH ring 3. Finally, the destination node 10 receives two copies of 

the frame from both directions of DANH ring 3, passes the first frame to its upper layers, and discards 

the duplicate. 
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5.3.3. Advantages and Disadvantages 

Like other predefined path-based techniques such as ODP and DVP, the RDP approach 

significantly reduces redundant unicast traffic in HSR networks compared with the standard HSR 

protocol by forwarding the unicast traffic through two predefined paths. Like DVP, the RDP approach 

establishes dual paths by sending and receiving control messages, such as PREQ and PREP messages. 

However, unlike the ODP and DVP approaches that discover and establish node-based dual paths for 

each connection pair of terminal nodes, the RDP approach discovers and builds dual paths for each 

connection pair of DANH rings (terminal rings), therefore, the RDP significantly reduces the number 

of connection pairs, which in turn reduces additional control overhead for discovering and establishing 

dual paths compared with the ODP and RDP approaches. However, because of using control messages 

to discover and build dual paths, the RDP approach still has additional control overhead to setup dual 

paths in HSR networks. 

5.4. Comparison 

We described three predefined path-based techniques for reducing HSR unicast traffic. Characteristics 

of these techniques are shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. Characteristics of predefined path-based techniques. 

Characteristics ODP DVP RDP 

Type of connection pair to setup dual paths Node Node Ring 
Using network topology database Yes No No 

Using control messages to setup dual paths No Yes Yes 
Pruning traffic for unused rings Yes Yes Yes 

Removing traffic circulation Yes Yes Yes 
Type of filtered traffic Unicast Unicast Unicast 

Network topology Any Any Ring 

The ODP approach establishes dual paths based on the network’s link information, whereas the 

DVP and RDP approaches build dual paths by sending and receiving control messages. The ODP and 

DVP approaches setup node-based dual paths for each connection pair of terminal nodes such as 

DANH nodes, RedBox nodes, while the RDP establishes ring-based dual paths for each connection 

pair of DANH rings or terminal rings. Therefore, the RDP approach significantly reduces the number of 

connection pairs required to discover and establish dual paths.  

We consider a sample network consisting of three QuadBox rings and eight DANH rings; each 

DANH ring has four DANH nodes, as shown in Figure 12. Two paired QuadBoxes are used to connect 

two rings. The number of DANH nodes in the network is 32 nodes. Under the ODP and DVP approaches, 

the number of connection pairs of DANH nodes is 32 32 1 2 496⁄  connection pairs. Under 

the RDP approach, the number of connection pairs of DANH rings is 8 8 1 2 28⁄  connection 

pairs. Generally, the RDP approach has about m2 times less the number of connection pairs than the 

ODP and DVP approaches, where m is the number of terminal nodes in a ring. Therefore, the RDP 

significantly reduces the control overhead for discovering and establishing dual paths, as well as the 

memory space required to store the dual paths compared with the ODP and DVP approaches. 
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To compare traffic performance of these techniques, we conducted several simulations using the 

OMNeT++ simulation tool. We consider the sample network as shown in Figure 12. In these 

simulations, a source in DANH ring 1 sends unicast frames to a destination in DANH ring 5. 

Network unicast frames recorded from the simulations under the standard HSR protocol, the ODP 

approach, the DVP approach, and the RDP approach are shown in Table 3. Figure 13 shows the 

comparison of traffic performance of these techniques. The simulation results show that, in the sample 

network, the predefined path-based techniques have the same network unicast traffic performance. 

These techniques significantly reduce network unicast traffic by about 80% compared with standard 

HSR protocol.  

6. Conclusions 

The standard HSR protocol generates too much unnecessary redundant unicast traffic in HSR 

networks, resulting in the degradation of network performance. Several techniques have been proposed 

to solve this problem. In this paper, we presented a review of typical HSR traffic reduction techniques. 

We showed that these HSR traffic reduction techniques significantly reduce redundant unicast  

traffic compared to the standard HSR protocol and improve network performance in HSR networks.  

These techniques are classified into two categories based on their traffic reduction manner, consisting 

of traffic filtering-based techniques and predefined path-based techniques. Each technique has 

advantages and disadvantages. The selection of which HSR traffic reduction technique to implement 

depends on the particular application and trade-offs. Some of the objectives are traffic performance, 

network topology, control traffic volume, and storage requirements. With this review paper, 

researchers can acquire what has been investigated, and network designers can identify which 

technique to use, and what are the trade-offs. 
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